2019 521K+
Citizenship At-A-Glance

Nearly

80K

hours volunteered by AIG employees.

$6.5 million
in total funding from

AIG’s Matching Grants Program
supported more than

3,000

packed with

meals

Rise Against Hunger
to feed the world’s most
vulnerable communities.

organizations.
Up to

$10,000
in matching grants for each
employee per year to
amplify giving to qualifying
nonprofit organizations
and schools.

20 16
C

artistic, cultural and
educational institutions
across

in

4

ities

countries supported by

AIG’s Museum Membership

Program

1K+ nonprofits
served in

36

countries
through
volunteerism.

~18K

students were able to participate in

Junior Achievement
programming in

22

cities around the globe where
AIG has the largest employee
and business footprint.

AIG’s Matching
Grants Program

$25+$50 = $75

matches employees’ donations in support
of eligible nonprofit organizations that
employees are passionate about.

After David Lynders’ son was diagnosed with type-1
diabetes, he needed to carry a medical kit containing
life-saving supplies everywhere he went. The kit was
old fashioned and bulky. David, AIG’s Head of
Financial Institutions, Financial Lines, made it his
mission to help children with type-1 diabetes feel less
conspicuous when carrying their medical supplies.
Donations from David and his colleagues were
matched by AIG to help ensure that every youngster
with type-1 diabetes, regardless of their families’
means, in his medical unit had a cool new backpack
to tote their medical supplies around with instead.

David Ward, Senior Financial Advisor,
AIG Retirement Services, and his wife donated to
a kidney transplant and organ donation awareness
fund on behalf of their good friend, who was in need
of a kidney transplant. Thanks in part to their donation
and AIG’s 2-to-1 match, the transplant recipient’s
financial goal was not only met, but surpassed, and
she received a kidney last year.

Visit Corporate Responsibility to learn more about citizenship at AIG.

